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The University College of Namur Province wants to internationalise its teaching practices 
through various types of international actions allowing our institution to generate impacts at 
the level of its students, its staff members but also its local and international networks. 
Thanks to the Erasmus Charter, our teaching becomes a means of opening our students and 
staff members to other ways of thinking by discovering economic and political systems without 
forgetting the social and cultural dimensions. 
We want to put our academic and societal reality into perspective in a constantly changing 
Europe and world. 
Our students and staff members can benefit from the contributions of our internationalisation 
by participating in mobility actions to discover other academic realities but also by taking 
advantage of the steps towards internationalisation at home. 
We wish to broaden our internationalisation by welcoming a wider and more diversified range 
of students, staff members and international experts from carefully selected partners 
according to defined academic criteria. 
We fit in with European political objectives by aiming at a continuous improvement of the 
qualitative aspect of our teaching and by emphasizing an increased European citizenship. We 
ensure full recognition of ECTS acquired in mobility. 
In the fields of management and project management, particularly in the field of sustainable 
development, we encourage creativity and innovation. Our students regularly participate in 
national and international presentations and competitions. 
In the context of our courses we pay more and more attention to the knowledge of foreign 
languages and their use in a professional context.Les notes rédigées par les équipes seront 
transmises au Collège de direction qui en fera une analyse et validera ou commentera les 
propositions et demandes pour feedback. Cela permettra d’assurer une cohérence au sein de 
la HEPN et avec l’institution provinciale tout en respectant les singularités nécessaires au bon 
fonctionnement de chaque équipe.  
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